
Filo Digital Safe
 

Filo Digital (40 & 55) 

-          Tall design for easy storage and access for A4 files, documents and other tall items

-          Compact with attractive aesthetics

-          Automatically freezes if wrong password is 

-          Option to mask password entry

-          Motorized shooting bolts 

-          Low battery indicator 

-          Audit trail facility 

-          Non-volatile memory, password retained even if batteries are removed

-          Mechanical override in case password is forgotten

-          Multi bend construction for superior strength

-          Option for anchoring and grouting

  

Filo Biometric (40 & 55)  

-          Tall design enables easy storage and 

-          Fingerprint capture using advanced optics

-          Fast and accurate verification for authentic access

-          Can store up to 30 fingerprint templates

-          Audit trail facility                                                                     

-          Automatically freezes in case of four unauthorised attempts

-          Motorized shooting bolts                                                                                                            

-          Mechanical override in case password is forgotten

-          Option for anchoring and grouting

-          Multi-bend construction for superior strength

-          Non-volatile memory - Password retained even if batteries removed

  

   External Dimensions

Model Height Width

Filo Digital 40 417 

Filo Biometric 40 417 

Filo Digital 55 556 

Filo Biometric 55 556 

  

FILO 

 
Digital Safe Filo Biometric Safe

Tall design for easy storage and access for A4 files, documents and other tall items

Compact with attractive aesthetics 

Automatically freezes if wrong password is entered four times, consecutively

Option to mask password entry 

volatile memory, password retained even if batteries are removed 

Mechanical override in case password is forgotten 

Multi bend construction for superior strength 

Option for anchoring and grouting 

Tall design enables easy storage and access for A4 files, documents, etc  

Fingerprint capture using advanced optics 

Fast and accurate verification for authentic access                                    

Can store up to 30 fingerprint templates                                 

                                                                      

Automatically freezes in case of four unauthorised attempts                                            

                                                                                                            

Mechanical override in case password is forgotten  

Option for anchoring and grouting                                                                                                          

bend construction for superior strength                 

Password retained even if batteries removed                           

External Dimensions Internal Dimensions 

Width Depth Height Width Depth Weight

350 358 412 345 310 

350 358 412 345 310 

350 358 551 345 310 

350 358 551 345 310 

 

 
Filo Biometric Safe 

Tall design for easy storage and access for A4 files, documents and other tall items 

entered four times, consecutively 

                                              

                                                                                                             

                                                                                

                

      

Weight  Volume MRP 

16 40 8899 

16 40 9999 

20 55 13799 

20 55 14999 


